Enhance Mobile Phones Privacy Based on Steganography
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Abstract - In recent years, Internet and mobile are widely used for communication. Short Messaging Service (SMS) and Multimedia Messaging Service (MMS) are the popular services provided by the telecommunication companies. These services make the communication so fast and easy, the attention toward information security must be increased, and protection becomes a necessity because of the threats to the privacy and security.

Steganography (Information Hiding) is used to hide the transferred secret information existence with other information. When data is hidden within text or image apparently may look the same for the naked eye of a person.

The Steganography software for mobile application is designed upon using the mobile phone messaging architecture system, and it will use Steganography to hide the secret messages into SMS and MMS covers. The LSB algorithm will be used to embed secret message into cover images, and it will generate Stego images for (MMS) and it will use the same menu for the messages of the mobile phone system. It is possible to extract directly the hidden secret message by the receiver. This software is implemented by using J2ME (Java 2 Micro Edition) programming language, and the dependence flexibility of the software load on all mobile types that have the property of the send messages.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The SMS method is connected to a number of characteristics that contributed to an increase in popularity. First, support the device to send and receive SMS messages in almost everywhere, ranging from low-end mobile phones to the Web interface phrases which are accessible via regular computers over the Internet. Furthermore, support plug and routing of SMS messages by most cellular networks throughout the world. Second, it follows the “push” model of operating and short messages are extradition to mobile devices in near real time, which makes SMS peer wireless Internet applications such as Instant Messaging like AIM, ICQ. Third, the consequence of the contact from store and forward like e-mail messages, which do not ignore the message if you cannot receive immediately by hand and alternatively are stored in the server interim and re-sent at a later date [1].

The MMS was evolved from the popularity of the SMS messaging system and uses the Wireless Application Protocol (WAP). WAP is a protocol that permits mobile devices to communicate with Internet servers via the mobile radio communications network. MMS Steganography is a combination of image and text Steganography. SMS Steganography is a combination of text and text Steganography.

While communication apps continue to be prime usage on smartphones among all the users, the types of communication apps adopted by each country differs from one another [2]. Although for the large number of communication apps, communicating in a secret way is still a big concern.

II. SMS and MMS

Mobile phones and wireless networks are being used widely now days, wireless networks are available in most public places, this encourage the unauthorized used for those networks and devices. WAP is the protocol that allows Internet access from wireless devices and as more subscriber's
demand WAP services, the need for wireless Internet security will continue to grow [3].

SMS is the abbreviation for Short Message Service and is the text communication service component of a phone or mobile communication system, using standardized communications protocols that allow the exchange of short text messages between fixed line or mobile phone devices. A standard SMS is usually 160 characters in length and can be sent from any regular mobile phone.

The MMS was evolved from the popularity of the SMS messaging system and uses the WAP. MMS is the abbreviation for Multimedia Messaging Service and is a standard way to send messages that include multimedia content to and from mobile phones. A standard MMS does not have a specific character limit. One can, however, send music, animation and other interactive media with a MMS from a specially designed cellular handset that is capable of receiving and sending multimedia messages [4].

III. Steganography Concept
Embedding information, which is to be hidden, into media requires two files. The first is the innocent-looking file that will hold the hidden information, called the cover media. The second file is the secret message that the information to be hidden as shown in Fig. 1.

![Fig. 1 The Main Steps of Data Hiding and Extracting.](image)

The secret message may be plaintext, cipher text, images, or anything that can be embedded in various types of cover. If the data are embedded in a text file (cover text), the result is a stego-text (or stego text) object. Thus, it is possible to have cover image and stego image, cover audio and stego audio, cover video and stego video, etc. The most media use is an image for hiding information. When combined, the cover media and the embedded message this will form a stego-object product. A stego-key (a type of password) may also be used in hiding process and then later may be used to decode the message [3].

IV. The Proposed Hiding App
SMS and MMS are methods to send messages from one mobile to another. Steganography is securing SMS or MMS and it secures the exchange of information. Without having privacy of information there is no meaning of doing communication using extremely high end technologies like SMS or MMS. This can be achieved by using Steganography, which is the process of hiding secret information inside some carrier. SMS and MMS can be used as a carrier for hiding information in mobile devices. In this research we are trying to improve privacy and security to send subtle messages through the merge text in text or text in image, it is not a magnet for hackers to attack the message.
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The following features are considered in this research.

- Embedding capacity: also known as payload which is the amount of data that can be hidden in a cover, compared to the size of the cover. This feature can be measured numerically in units of bit-per-bit (bpb).
- Invisibility: Any data hidden in a cover causes it to be modified. Invisibility (also termed perceptual transparency or algorithm quality) is a measure of the amount of distortion to the cover.
- Undetectability: An attacker may be able to detect the presence of hidden data in a given file by computing certain statistical properties of the file and computing them to what is expected in that type of file.
- Robustness: This is a measure of the ability of the algorithm to retain the data embedded in the cover even after the cover has been subjected to various changes as a result of lossy compression and decompression or of certain types of processing such as conversion to analog and back to digital.

To send a secret message by using SMS, we follow the following steps:

1. Step 1: Select or insert a text to be used as a cover.
2. Step 2: Write the secret message that will be hidden in the cover.
3. Step 3: Use the proposed method: put two spaces for the Zero and one space for the One of the text message.
4. Step 5: Hide the secret message in the text cover by using the proposed method.
5. Step 6: Send the SMS to the destination.

To extract the hidden message, user must use the same sequence in reverse order.

IV. Hiding using MMS Messages

The app provides the ability to use a single or multi covers to hide the secret text message in MMS.

To send a secret message using a single cover by MMS, we need to use the following instructions:

1. Step 1: select image that will be used as a cover.
Step 2: Write the secret message that will be hidden in the cover.

Step 3: Hide the secret message into cover image using Least Significant Bit method (LSB).

Step 4: Send the MMS message, this message will include the stego-image (cover with the secret text message).

To send a secret message using multi-covers by MMS, we need to use the following instructions:

- Step 1: Select the first cover image.
- Step 2: To write the secret message that will be hidden in the cover.
- Step 3: To hide the secret message into cover1 using Least Significant Bit method (LSB).
- Step 4: To select the second cover image.
- Step 5: To hide the result of step 3 into cover 2 using Least Significant Bit method (LSB).
- Step 6: To send the MMS message, this message will include the stego-image (the result of the second hiding process).

V11. The Experimental works

The Steganography software for mobile application is designed identical to the mobile phone system; we use the same menu of the messages for the mobile phone (SMS, MMS) to send messages to one user or more. The developed Steganography software designed for mobile phones using J2ME language to hide information in covers (text, image).

Taking into account the developed Steganography software design to meet the following requirements:

- It doesn’t need a secret key between the parties’ connection (the sender and receiver) to send a secret message.

- The Process of sending secret messages is done by using the same facility of the mobile system, and this allows us to send a message for one person or more, insert a new contact, or select as many contacts as wanted from the stored contacts list in the Mobile.

- The covers for the two types (SMS, MMS) are either a stored cover in mobile, or they are being input using mobile camera.

- Extraction process is adversely embedding process, so it must contain the same algorithm in both of the sender and receiver mobile.

- The developed software storage does not need any modification in mobile architectural or in its software.

Fig. 2 shows the selection of the steganography type on Mobile device.

![Fig. 2. Shows Steganography in mobile application software (SMS, MMS).](image)
• Image box “cover image”: this image use to select the cover image from existing folder.
• Text field called “secret text”: this textbox to write secret message and fill selected template.
• Embedding command: to embedding the text message into cover image 1 using LSB.
• Send button: to send result of embedding MMS.

The sender selects single cover, and after the sender is selected the cover message; thereafter be able to write the secret message. The selected image is done through a collection of images that stored in a mobile device. The selected image is not the only one which is stored, but the sender can select another image that stored in a mobile device.

Fig. 3 shows the option send to help the sender in sending the secret messages "result" to one receiver or several receivers at the same time.

MMS _Double cover: MMS _double cover sender form will be as the following:
• Image box “cover image1”: this image use to select the cover image from existing folder.
• Select cover 1: to embedding the text message into cover image 1 using LSB.
• Text field called “secret text”: this textbox to write secret message and fill selected template.
• Image box “cover image2”: this image use to select the cover image from existing folder.
• Select cover 2: to embedding the result of process button1 into cover image2 “LSB”.
• Send button: to send result of embedding MMS.

Fig. 4 shows the screen display when the sender selected double cover "double images ". The first option is to select cover1, and the next step is the selection of cover2.

Fig. 3 Show process sends to the result.
It is possible to store the final result in the mobile if the sender unwilling to send it to the other party.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

The mobile is a personal device, and the hiding process stems from the natural human; therefore, we use Steganography in mobile. Given the importance of mobile in the daily life of users, and the importance of the messages and frequent used among users to its cheap price. For privacy, during the exchange of secret messages, it must not attract the attention of the intruders or their suspicion. Messages enable users to store sensitive information for a long time on the mobile and return them at any time possible. The developed software is to enhance security, increase privacy, and authorized access to sensitive information of the connected parties. This can be implemented through the use of steganography technology to hide sensitive information for mobile in the cover (SMS, MMS), reduce the detection and infiltration information to the intruders, and finally reduce all threats which threaten this information. The implemented system has been developed on Mobile with the attention to the following: First: No change for the SMS and MMS system to suit the developed system. Second: Use SMS and MMS system to send messages to take advantage of the characteristics of the service to be sent to several users. Third: To maintain the security or secret of the hidden messages and the lack of clarity to intruder during transmission. Fourth: Use SMS and MMS to send secret messages without any additions to the content or to the general form.
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